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Today's Sports Betting Preview - By Rick Elliott


Tottenham Can Take Care Of Business In Barcelona  

Southport play Tranmere at home in a FA Cup second round replay next Monday 
and if they win the tie will welcome Tottenham to their small ground in the third 
round. The rules now state that FA Cup matches have to be played in line with the 
draw and as Southport came out of the hat first the fixture must be played at Haig 
Avenue. That means Tottenham could be visiting a stadium with a capacity of about 
5,000 so tonight’s trip to the Nou Camp in the Champions League will be a good 
prep match. 


Tottenham must match or better Inter Milan’s result at home to PSV at Barcelona to 
progress to the last 16. If they don’t rest Harry Kane and Deli Alli so they are ready 
for a potential trip to Southport and Barca, assured of top spot, do play the second 
string, TOTTENHAM should be backed at 29/10 with Betfair. Barcelona are odds-
against to win a home match which suggests the bookmakers have got wind or 
heard rumours of team selection. 


The objective for Liverpool is to beat Napoli in their crunch Champions League 
match at Anfield. A 1-0 win or win by two clear goals will be enough to get out of the 
group but if Liverpool win by one goal and Napoli score they are out. If PSG can’t 
beat Red Star in Belgrade any victory for Liverpool will suffice.  However, they must 
take care of business assuming PSG win. 


Napoli have not lost any of the five group matches they have played so far and are 
the highest scorers in Serie A, averaging more than two goals per match. There are 
a number of permutations that would suit either side but one event could keep the 
final outcome in the melting pot. You can back BOTH TEAMS TO SCORE at 4/7 with 
Ladbrokes.    


One of the bets of the day is in a race that has attracted just three runners at 
Fontwell. The handicap chase over three miles and two furlongs (2.10) could see no 
horses finish and a void race if there are three mishaps because these days jockeys 
are not aloud to remount after falls or unseats. If the horse has a clear round SCOOP 
THE POT is the nap at 11/10 with Paddy Power.   


Three Trainers We Have To Follow - By High Roller Racing


Urgent news,,, three in form trainers who we should be looking at outside the usual 
Mullins, Elliot, Henderson teams who we can never discount from all their strength in 
depth.


I try to pick out lesser yards who have to make the best of their horses by placing 
them in races they can win. Being able to place the right horse in the right race is a 
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skill that usually comes with experience. Phillip Hobbs is a very experienced stalwart 
of horse racing who is very skilled at training horses and getting them ready and 
entered in races he thinks they can win. He has to keep his staff and owners happy. 
Phillip usually comes to form at this time of year and has been on a roll recently. 
Phillip has around 45 entries so far for the coming days but not all of those will run 
and some horses have multiple entries. Looking through the entries a few horses 
caught my eye including Midnight Glory, Ebony Gale, Keep Rolling and Raven Court. 
These four have chances but take note of Phillips entries and the actual runners. By 
that I mean he may have three horses entered in one race but declares only one of 
them to run… that might be astute placing but check out the form.


Ian Williams is a good trainer on the flat and over jumps. He has been in form on the 
flat recently and looks set to continue that trend on the all weather tracks in the 
coming days and weeks ahead. Ian has several horses catching my eye on looking 
at his entries for the coming week. Paddy A, Western Duke, Paddy The Chef and 
Lucky’s Dream all deserve a second glance if they are declared runners this week on 
the all weather tracks. Don’t forget the draw on the all weather is so very important. 
Go to drawbias.com and read their draw bias for each distance on all all weather 
tracks. Watch out for Ian Williams runners and give them the respect they deserve 
for an in form yard.


Jeremy Scott is in the best form of his racing trainer life for about five years based 
on his current performances. Jeremy has a small yard compared to the big-boys 
and has just several entries in the coming week but those entries are very interesting 
and if they actually are declared to run then those horses have to enter our 
calculations. Of the entries being made the eye-catching ones are Blue April, 
Kissesforkatie, Peloric and Colmers Hill. I am not sure how many from this yard will 
run but being as Jeremy is in such good form then give him the respect he has 
earned and pay serious consideration to all of his actual runners.


If you haven’t got the time to sort out the entries and declarations for the top yards 
and the yards in form then try High Roller Racing. Last month it made 32 points 
profit and as I write 27 points profit in December and we are not yet one third 
through the month. This weeks FIVE WINNERS were...


APPLES JADE. 	 	 WON Evens recommended finished 4/6

COME ON CHARLIE. 	 WON 6/5

GLASSY WATERS.	 WON 8/11 recommended finished 4/11

SCARPETA.	 	 WON 8/11 recommended finished 1/2

MIN.	 	 	 	 WON 5/4 recommended finished EVENS


High Roller Racing is FREE to join. You only pay when you WIN. Join today and 
follow a WINNER. 

CLICK HERE AND REGISTER FOR FREE! 
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Tuesday’s Horses In Focus - By Unity Racing Investments


There was a nice 14/1 winner in last weeks newsletter as DELICATE KISS traveled 
like the best horse in the race before showing a killer turn of foot to come between 
horses and win going away. She should be good for a few more wins on the all 
weather, she’s a late developer and is one to watch out for. They think she can 
progress beyond a 70 rating so she has a fair few lbs to go! 


There is another horse I want to give a quick mention too. He ran for us yesterday 
and even though he didn’t win or place he ran with enough potential that if the price 
is right next time then he should be backed. CLIVE CLIFTON -  here’s what Sporting 
Life said about the race… ‘Prominent, ridden to challenge over 1f out, faded final 
furlong opened 66/1 touched 80/1.’ Well he was entitled to fade it was his first run 
for 2 years! But the performance showed he retained his flat ability and his mark is 
certainly very fair. He will strip fitter for that run and will be a big player next race. 
Hopefully he finished far enough back to go under the radar, he was trading at 80/1 
yesterday but not sure we will see that kind of price again. No future entries yet but 
Connections are looking today for something. 


Today’s Free Tip  

Southwell 1-20 Handicap (Class 5) 14f - Despite being the outsider of the field 
COUNTRYNWESTERN @ 20/1 is widely available makes some appeal. It’s his 2nd 
race back from a break and a change of stable. The horse stays the distance and 
first up won a National Hunt flat race at Carlisle on good to soft. He does seem to 
go on any ground but has never tried the fibre sand at Southwell. He also has a 5lb 
claim off his back which should put the horse there abouts. Definitely overpriced for 
me and worth a small bet.


CLICK HERE - 12 Month Membership Only £96.00! 
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